**Fire Extinguishers**

**PRINCIPLES OF SELECTING EXTINGUISHERS:**
- Type of potential fire hazard.
- Severity of potential fire hazard.
- Environmental conditions of potential fire hazard.
- Effectiveness of extinguisher on potential fire hazard.
- Training and physical capabilities of available personnel to operate extinguisher.
- Upkeep and maintenance requirements of extinguisher.

For further information, refer to NFPA 10.

**ABC Dry Chemical Fire Extinguishers**

The ABC Multi-Purpose Dry Chemical fire extinguisher is used to provide protection against class A, B and C fires.

**FINISH:** Glossy red polyester coated

**MOUNTING:** Wall bracket

**DISCHARGE:** Nozzle or hose

**AGENT BASE:** Ammonium Phosphate

**PRESSURE:** 195 P.S.I.

**Kitchen Class K Fire Extinguishers**

The Kitchen Class K portable fire extinguishers discharge a fine mist and help prevent grease splash and re-flash while cooling appliances. These wet chemical extinguishers are the best restaurant kitchen appliance portable fire extinguishers available and provide protection against class K fires.

**FINISH:** Stainless Steel

**MOUNTING:** Wall bracket

**DISCHARGE:** Hose

**AGENT:** Potassium Acetate Solution

---

*Call for information on water mist “Clean Agent” and pressurized water/foam extinguishers.*